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Hello everyone and welcome to the September edition of your online 
Proud East Marshian.

August has been interesting here at the PEM. 

We hit the streets on the hottest day of the month with a tripod, camera, 
and a mic on a 2-metre pole to film families across the East Marsh who 
decorated their windows. And what a great day we had.

We met the loveliest of families who told us the stories behind their 
window designs. As these video stars talked us through their imaginative 
decorations it became clear that protection was at the forefront of 
their minds. Protect the NHS, protect one another and protect the 
environment. 

We were truly moved by the sentiments behind the designs and the hours 
that have been spent researching, planning and creating these colourful 
windows. Watch this space for more call outs for window designers as we 
head towards Christmas.

Annabel has worked her magic and turned the film footage into a video. 
Watch it at https://www.sunandmoonfestival.org  Don’t miss it!

In this edition, we visit self-confessed East Marsh Womble Ernie Brown 
at his home, Maria gives us a beautiful piece about autumn, Gordon 
celebrates the fantastic achievement of one of our own from the East 
Marsh, Josie tells us about the windows project and, as restrictions lift, we 
think about reunions. All this and some original writing too, so dive in!
As always, stay safe, stay positive and stay proud.

With love from the Sun and Moon Team x
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Top Degree for East Marsh Woman - 
Gordon Wilson

A Festival of Harvest & Gratitude - 
Maria Garner

At Home with Ernie Brown - 
Carolyn Doyley

Wonderful Windows - success!
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It really does feel like    autumn 
is riding in on this strange and 
changeable weather. 

Here at the Sun and Moon Festival, 
we’re reflecting back over the summer 
and thinking about all the things we 
have enjoyed and all the things we 
want to do with our community as we 
go forward.

One of the great successes of this 
summer has been the East Marsh 
Windows project. We delivered 
twenty-four boxes to families around 
the East Marsh containing a right 
old mix of art and craft supplies and 
encouraged them to go wild with their 
windows, creating displays, telling 
their stories.

It was very moving- and I have to say 
unexpected from my point of view – 
to see so much Covid 19 reflected in 
those windows. Our families really 
thought hard about the impact of 
this horrible disease and what is has 
done to us all, locking us away from 
each other for months on end.  The 
windows truly caught something of 
the spirit of our time and that really 
made me think about the deep impact 
all of this has had on all of us.

Carolyn and Annabel went to visit 
some of our participants to see the 
windows and to talk to children and 
parents about taking part in the 
project. 

You can see the result of these visits 
in our fantastic short film capturing 
the experience: 

https://www.sunandmoonfestival.org/
multimedia

Unfortunately we don’t know when 
things will return to normal, and it 
certainly doesn’t look as if we will be 
able to go back to live workshops on 
the market any time soon. But we 
are working hard behind the scenes, 
coming up with ways to get creative 
and to help our community take part 
in fun activity. Do watch this space 
because we will be announcing new 
projects very soon. 

Take care everyone, and stay safe and 
well.

SUCCESS!

Film Stills

JOSIE MOON
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Kristine Green is a very busy 
woman.  Single mum to two children, 
Grimsby Town F.C. Mariners’ Trust 
General Supporter Liaison Officer 
and National Council member of the 
Football Supporters’ Association, 
she has recently graduated from 
Lincoln University with a First-Class 
Degree in Public Relations and 
Communications. 

As we settle at our back table in 
Cleethorpes’ Riverhead Coffee shop, 
lively and newly re-opened after 
COVID-19, Kristine Green is also 
in confident re-start mode after her 
recent academic success.  

So, Kristine Green B.A.Honours in 
the First Division…How does that 
sound? 

She hesitates, smiling, modestly 
blushing before she answers, ‘It still 
sounds bizarre. I still can’t believe 
that I’ve gone to Uni and got the 
highest possible degree that you can 
get.’

Did she ever dream of success like 
this?

‘No!’ she says, then adds, ‘when I 
started out three years ago, I just 
wanted a degree. At the end of the 
first year I was starting to think I 
might manage a 2nd Class degree. 
But by the end I was starting to get 
this weird feeling, thinking I’d be 
disappointed if I didn’t get a 1st. I feel 
proper chuffed, made up with myself, 
that I’ve gone and done that.’

Most university students begin at 18 

or 19. They go straight from school, 
or perhaps after a gap year. Not 
for Kristine. She went to Weelsby 
Primary, then onto Havelock but on 
leaving school, she had no idea of the 
kind of work she wanted to do, except 
that it had to leave Saturdays free so 
she could go to Blundell Park.

‘So, then I went to Grimsby College to 
do Advanced Business.  I was a quiet 
16-year-old, too shy to make friends, 
the only girl in a class with loads 
of blokes. I didn’t like it and I left. 
Eventually I found myself doing an 
NVQ in Admin at Young’s Seafoods. 

‘Later, I  signed up for a City & Guilds 
course in plumbing in Hull which was 
better but  then I got married, bought 
a house, had two kids, got divorced 
and found myself thinking again 
about who I was.’

For more mature students, there is 
often a life changing event that drives 
them down that road.  What was her 
route to university?

‘I never imagined that I would go to 
university.  For me, the game-changer 
was working for the Grimsby Town 
Football Club Mariners’ Trust. I was 
really enjoying that work and that 
world and began to think differently 
about who I was and what I wanted to 
be. That’s when I started to wonder 
about going to Uni. I passed an online 
Open Access course with Learn 
Direct to gain the necessary credits 
to be able to go to University in 2017.’

Your degree is Public Relations 
and Communications.  Why did you 
choose that course?

Kristine Green

TOP DEGREE FOR EAST MARSH WOMAN
GORDON WILSON
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‘I spoke to staff at the university 
about possible routes. They were 
interested in what I was doing with 
the football club and suggested that 
Public Relations might be a good 
choice. I gave that some thought and 
decided they were right.’

So often we hear stories of massive 
student debt.  For a single mother 
the idea must have seemed especially 
scary.  How did you manage that?

‘Student Finance.  I took out a 
loan to pay the tuition fees.  As a 
single parent I was able to get some 
financial support from the university. 
But I had to work as well. I am self 
employed as a retail auditor.’

Studying for a degree is mentally 
demanding and time consuming. 
How were you able to balance family 
responsibilities, paid work and 
maintain a life/study balance?
 
‘I dunno, you just do it. I’d go to 
Lincoln three or four days every 
week, leaving at 7am getting back 
at 6pm.  It used to be a 13-hour day 
before settling down with the books 
at night.  My mum lives nearby and 
she was great at helping out.’

Universities are places filled with 
thousands of young people aged 
between 18 and 21. How does a 
mature woman fit into a world like 
that?

‘I was self-conscious at first. I was 
in a smallish class and the oldest 
in the group.  Some used to call me 
“Uni-Mum”.  They’d often ask for my 
advice about stuff.  I felt that they 
respected my age and ‘wisdom’ and 
the respect was mutual. No, that was 

never a problem.’ 

Was it difficult to become a student 
again, fourteen years after leaving 
school?

‘The tutors were helpful and 
treated me as an equal. The greatest 
challenge was the writing, but I learnt 
how to do it through feedback from 
supportive tutors.  After completing 
an 11-thousand-word dissertation, 
I laugh at how I stressed over 2500 
words which I could probably do now 
in an hour.’

There must have been highs and 
lows?

‘Definitely. The real high has been 
the personal progress.  I learnt to 
focus on what I was good at rather 
than worrying about what I couldn’t 
do - that was my light-bulb moment.  I 
started being less hard on myself and 
became so much more confident.

‘The low point was the way 
COVID-19 affected the end of the 
course - having to learn at a distance, 
missing the regular contact with 
tutors and students and having that 
journey’s end experience.
 
Did you ever have any doubts about 
success and completion of the 
course?

She doesn’t hesitate, ‘No. I have a 
determined personality and even 
when COVID struck I thought this is 
not going to defeat me.’

How did the kids cope with your 
student existence?

‘They pretty much left me to my own 

devices.  I never involved them in the 
stresses of my student routine.’

And how did they react to your 
success?

There’s a hint of tears as she recalls 
how they were ‘really chuffed,’ how 
they always knew she could do it. 
‘Kloe told me she was really proud of 
me. Kieran’s more reserved and gave 
me a big hug’.

Are you a changed woman now? 

‘Definitely - in knowing what I can 
do and telling others that I can. On 
the National Council of the Football 
Supporters Federation, I can sit at 
that table and say, “I am here for a 
reason.” Now, I am confident enough 
to say - “Here I am, I have an opinion 
that is formed and developed on 
intelligence and experience and 
knowledge,” without being arrogant, 
and expect to be taken seriously.’

What advice do you have to offer to 
sixteen-year-old East Marsh school 
leavers wondering about their 
futures?

‘Don’t worry about not knowing who 
or what you want to be. Discover, 
bit by bit, who you are. It was not 
until I was in my early thirties that I 
found who I was. I could do the “If I 
can do it anybody can” thing, and it’s 
genuinely true, but nobody else can 
achieve it but you.’

Go fearlessly?

‘Oh Yeah!  And don’t think living on 
the East Marsh is a bad thing. Don’t 
think that it means you can’t do 
something…or anything.’



Autumn Song:

Gather round and merry make
under the fading sun
Sing and dance your dreams awake
before the summer’s done

Harvest all the seeds of love
that your heart can hold
and through the winter days you’ll have
an endless field of gold
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The Spring Equinox was the first celebration where we were forced to abandon this year’s 
plans to meet outdoors to celebrate the Earth’s seasons. Since then we’ve been through a driest 
April, a hottest May, a wettest June and a coldest July. At least it has felt a bit like Summer most 
days during August. Soon we will be passing the Autumn Equinox and once again sharing our 
celebrations online.

The Autumn Equinox. Once again we have equal day and night before the sun leaves for the 
Southern Hemisphere giving the Northern Hemisphere shorter, colder days as we continue 
through the year. Before I began following nature’s cycles I used to become very melancholy at 
this time of year. At the start of September I would feel desperate to hang on to the halcyon days 
of Summer. Of course this is impossible and it doesn’t have to make us sad. It is a good time to 
get in touch with our feelings and write them down. I always find it helps me to get things into 
perspective. Here’s an Autumn poem:

Don’t be SAD
Don’t be sad because the sun is leaving.
It will return. It always does.

Trees do not feel sad as they let go of leaves.
Flowers willingly fade, making way for others.

Don’t be sad because days are getting shorter
colder. There is still plenty to enjoy.

Hedgehogs find a warm cosy hideaway
sleep until Spring nudges them awake.

Slow down, follow nature’s drumbeat.
Nurture your dreams.

Don’t be sad because the sun is leaving.
It will return. It always does.

The balance of the equinox is an ideal time to think about what has gone before. In such a 
disrupted year it would be easy to fall into the trap of writing the whole year off as a disaster. 
It is harvest time out in the fields and for us too. 2020 has been a different year to what any 
of us expected. There have been unexpected lows and surprising highs as we have made our 
unsteady way through the year. Let’s count our blessings and plant our seeds of love and hope for 
tomorrow. I share the optimism of my Autumn Song with you and a photograph I took on one of 
my favourite walks over the Lincolnshire Wolds.

A Festival of Harvest and Gratitude 
Autumn Equinox - 22nd September 2020

MARIA  GARNER
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In this world of waste, gardening offers us 
valuable lessons in recycling: the nurturing of 
seeds, which grow into plants, which flower 
then go to seed. The seeds are collected and 
sown and on and on the cycle goes.

In last month’s edition we visited Ernie at Your 
Place where he was settled in the polytunnel 
busily potting on seeds.
  
This month we caught-up with Ernie in his 
lunch break at home and found that he applies 
the same principles of the garden to his home 
life. Here the seeds of his ideas furnish his 
house, which is every bit as unique as Ernie 
himself. 

To call anyone’s home a shed is surely an insult 
– for Ernie it’s a compliment he bestows on his 
home with great pride: ‘I love this cladding’ 
he says as he runs his hand down the wood. 
It’s larch, it makes the house look like a shed.’ 
It does indeed look like a shed and it looks 
wonderful.

Entering this house is like walking into the 
recesses of Ernie’s mind. His character is 
reflected in every item and nearly every piece 
of furniture has been recycled. 

Ernie gives me free range to explore and I 
accept his offer with great enthusiasm. He 
tells me the history of significant pieces of 
furniture – the dining room table and chairs are 
design classics from a charity shop, likewise the 
lampstand with its simple wooden mechanism 
to higher or lower  the light. 

The white log burner sits on a handmade tiled 
hearth just waiting for cooler September nights.
There are two things that sum up Ernie’s 
character, both are charity shop finds. The 
first is a rack of foldable wooden hooks which 
houses Ernie’s trademark hats and caps. The 
second is a piece that Ernie should be very 
pleased with – a lidded storage tin with ‘Dirt’ 
printed on the front. You can take Ernie out of 
the garden, but you can’t take the garden out of 
Ernie!

Ernie is the genuine article, a man who lives a 
sustainable life in every way.

We’re blessed in this area with a number of 
charity shops, many of which sell furniture. 
Let’s be more Ernie and look out for pieces with 
personalities to match our own.

Ernie is the genuine article, a man who lives a 
sustainable life in every way.

We’re blessed in this area with a number of 
charity shops, many of which sell furniture. 
Let’s be more Ernie and look out for pieces with 
personalities to match our own.

     

AT HOME WITH ERNIE BROWN  
CAROLYN DOYLEY



VIRTUAL LINCS

Although leisure centres, libraries and other public buildings are starting to get 
back to a new normal, some activities run by the local charitable trust, Lincs 
Inspire, are re-connecting with customers virtually!

Prior to lockdown, Lincs Inspire’s coaches and art leaders saw close to 2,000 
residents attend weekly classes within leisure centres, local community centres, 
library meeting rooms and church halls throughout North East Lincolnshire.
Aimed at those aged over 50, the sessions ranged from sport and leisure classes 
such as tai chi, zumba gold, line dancing and new age kurling, to arts and crafts 
including sewing and singing.

Due to social distancing requirements it is not yet possible to go back to how these 
sessions once ran. And so, to reconnect and inspire with hundreds of isolated and 
vulnerable residents, online classes are helping to bring some normality back into 
their lives.

They have been made possible thanks to a grant from the National Lottery 
Community Fund and are all free in the coming months.
Anyone is welcome to tune into the virtual live classes to be enjoyed from the 
comfort of their own home. The classes are all led by Lincs Inspire’s very own 
sports, dance and art coaches.

It couldn’t be easier to join in with our Virtual Lincs live classes. There are two 
ways you can do this:

1. Website - www.lincsinspire.com/enterprise/virtuallincs
If you are using a laptop or PC, visit our webpage click on the session you would 
like to attend at the time it is happening, and click Livestream.

2. Mobile App – Search for Lincs Inspire Leisure in your App store.
Watch our classes from your phone or tablet. Click on Virtual Lincs. Select the 
class you would like to attend at the time it is happening and click Livestream.

Find Out More:
Visit www.lincsinspire.com/enterprise/virtuallincs 
Email: enquiries@lincsinspire.com
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CAROLINE

I COME FROM...
I come from a watchmaker,
A fisherman and a lumper
And a father who filleted
On the Grimsby Fish Docks.

I come from a cycling dinner lady,
A fish finger packer and a cleaner
And a mother who was adopted
By a father who didn’t steal a chicken.

I come from Odd Job, laughter and love,
A docker and a cafe worker
And a Nanna who braided nets
In her back yard.



This month, I’m sharing my plans for 
the sculpture I’m currently working on: 
‘The Forever and for All Tree.’ I’m really 
excited about this project because it will 
represent Grimsby’s past, present and 
future.

The roots of the town will be 
represented in the roots of the tree. The 
building blocks that made our town will 
be here, including the legend of Grim 
and Havelok.

The trunk will take us through the town’s 
significant historic moments and will 
incorporate the memories and personal 
stories our Grimbarians, including those 
who have become famous. 

The branches will remain bare of 
leaves at the beginning and this will 
allow the tree to be interactive and 
interchangeable with the seasons. As 

we go through the seasons, the tree will 
change accordingly to reflect the natural 
cycle. 

We’ll also add stories from local people 
which will reflect our personal changes 
and those we experience  in our 
communities at different times of the 
year.

This will be our tree that will chart the 
history of Grim’s Town and its people  
from the days of legend to the present 
time and beyond. 

V’s VANTAGE POINT - ‘The Forever and For All Tree’ a work in progress

VIVIENNE MAY
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September’s Writing Prompt
‘Reunited and it feels so good…’

This week the East Marsh Writer’s Group met up 
for the first time since March 11th.

To see one another in person was just brilliant. 
The Café at Tea in the Park was filled with 
our conversation as we caught up and made 
provisional plans for the future. Social distancing 
was done with a little help from Wild Bill!

This month’s prompt is ‘The Reunion.’ 

An idea might spring to mind instantly, but if it 
doesn’t, start by visualising two or more people 
– they could be people you know,( including 
yourself), or characters you’ve made up. You 
could even take personality traits from a number 
of people and blend them together to make one 
brand new person.

Now imagine a reunion they’re about to have: 
meeting an old lover for the first time in years? 
Meeting a long-lost friend/relative/animal?
Use the questioning technique:

•   Who is meeting whom?
•   Why are they meeting up?
•   Where are they meeting?
•   Why have they chosen this place to meet?
•   Why has it been so long since they last met?
•   What happened in their past?
•   Any regrets?
•   What has happened since they’ve been apart?
•   How do they feel before, during and after the
    meeting?      
•   Have they said everything they wanted to say
    to one another, or are there still some things
    left unsaid?  

Try to visualise the people involved. Note their 
facial expressions and body language  – are they 
trying to pretend everything is OK when we can 
see they really aren’t?

Readers won’t be so interested in a meeting that 
goes really well with everyone involved happy. 
They want to see some conflict and tension. 
How it ends is up to you. So…will your reunion be 
as good as ours was this week?

We’d love to see any writing you produce from 
this prompt or any other writing you’ve already 
completed.

Email carolyndoyley@gmail.com for a chance to 
get your writing published in the online Proud 
East Marshian.
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find us online:

https://www.facebook.com/sunmoonfestgy

https://www.sunandmoonfestival.org

creative writing

music & perfor-

arts & crafts
media & web

Stay safe and well.    

Annabel, Carolyn, Josie, Rachel and Vivienne. 


